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Abstract 

Teffi’s theatrical work has not been investigated to any great extent. As Teffi was 

dubbed the ‘female Chekhov’, I aim to explore similarities with Chekhov’s 

dramatic work by comparing two of her early miniatures with two Chekhov 

vaudevilles in order to find out how he may have influenced her and where instead 

she seeks her own way. A more general analysis of an early full-length Teffi drama 

coupled with a comparison of that work with the features of Chekhov’s major 

dramas are offered as a conclusion. 
Keywords: Teffi; Chekhov; Russian Comedy; Miniatures; Vaudeville; Pre-
revolutionary Period 

 
 
Nadezhda Teffi was known in prerevolutionary Russia as “the queen of 
comedy”, but also as “the female Chekhov”. As other scholars have already 
pointed out, Teffi’s works do in many respects remind one of Chekhov’s. In 
one of the few articles discussing the prose of both writers, Evstigneeva 
asserts that compared to Chekhov, Teffi’s talent is more “chamberlike” and 
more limited, but her miniatures often seem very close to Chekhov’s early 
comic works (Evstigneeva 1977: 187). Teffi herself admits that her early 
work was indeed influenced by Chekhov (Fidler 1911: 207). Gleb Struve 
(1984: 112) confirms that “У Тэффи много общего с Чеховым, и дело 
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тут не только в том, что она тоже большой мастер короткого рассказа, 
что ей свойственна та же экономия средств, но и в том как они оба 
изображают пошлость жизни. Пожалуй, только у Тэффи больше 
чувствуется ирония” (“Teffi has a lot in common with Chekhov, which 
has to do not only with the fact that she is also a great master of the short 
story, and also uses the same economy of means, but also with the fact that 
they both present everyday life. However, only in Teffi’s work the irony is 
more felt”).1 Again Struve has Teffi’s prose in mind, and like many other 
scholars he does not take her theatrical works into account. 
 Here I want to focus on the influence Chekhov’s drama on Teffi’s 
comedies. In doing so, I shall consider two of Chekhov’s vaudevilles, 
Meдведь (The Bear) and Лебединая песня or Kaлхaс (Swan Song or 
Calchas) and сompare them to, respectively, Teffi’s Koнтора Заренко 
(The Zarenko Agency) and После турнэ (After the Tour).2 I shall conclude 
with a short resume of Шарманка сатаны (The Devil’s Hurdy-Gurdy), an 
early full-length play of Teffi, to investigate the parallels and the 
differences with the major plays bequeathed by her admired predecessor. 
 Teffi’s stories and playlets show the same ingenious mix of comedy 
and tragedy as in Chekhov’s works. She shares the same empathy with her 
characters, who comprise an enormous range of people, representing all 
layers of society, but most of all with the “маленький человек” (“the little 
man”) in everyday life. Both her short stories and her short plays are, 
however, even more condensed than Chekhov’s, thanks to her choice of an 
ultra-short form. Most of these she labelled “miniatures”, and she explains 
that “в миниатюре взвешено каждое слово, каждое движение. 
Оставлено только самое необходимое” (Teffi 2000: 352; “in a miniature 
every word and every movement is delimited. Only the most necessary 
remains”). This credo, too, could have been uttered by Chekhov. Some of 
these miniatures are dramatizations of her own short stories, another 
apparent similarity. The plays under consideration here were originally 
written as plays. 
 
 
Teffi’s Koнтора Заренко and Chekhov’s Meдведь 
 
Koнтора Заренко was certainly inspired by Chekhov’s Meдведь (see also 
Mikhailova 1999: 52). Teffi’s play was written between 1912 and 1913; 
Meдведь was written twenty-four years earlier, in 1888. It was Chekhov’s 
second vaudeville and his first to be staged in the following theatrical 
season that autumn. It was an immediate success. Writing vaudevilles was a 
serious matter to Chekhov, though he tended to refer to them disparagingly. 
About Meдведь he wrote to a friend “От нечего делать написал 
пустенький, французистый водевильчик под названием «Медведь» 
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[…]” (Chekhov 1976: 206; “Having nothing better to do, I wrote a 
nonsensical little French vaudeville entitled ‘Медведь’ […]”).3 All his 
subsequent vaudevilles were as successful and provided him with a steady 
income, as they were staged almost every season, in the capitals as well as 
the provinces, in the years to follow. But Медведь and his next vaudeville 
Предложение (The Proposal) were his real “milk cows” (Chekhov 1976: 
137). 
 Let us now look more closely at how Teffi both follows Chekhov’s 
vaudeville and departs from it. She holds on to the same number of 
characters: a young widow, a landowner with a business to run, and a 
servant, in Teffi’s case, a clerk. The two main characters are likewise full to 
bursting with energy and convinced of their own right. Gender issues are 
played to the full and the turns of events seem similar. In this, the miniature 
lives up to audience expectations, especially as regards the ending of the 
play ‒ the surprisingly prolonged kiss in Meдведь. This was, of course, very 
much alive in the minds of audiences at the time. But here Teffi shows her 
ingenuity, building up to a whole new surprise in the finale, to which we 
shall return later. Her miniature, however, as the genre prescribes, is far 
more compact. Chekhov’s vaudeville comprises twelve scenes in about 
fifteen pages, whereas Koнтора Заренко in effect consists of a single scene 
set out in roughly five pages. 
 Meдведь, a “comedy-joke” (“шутка”), tells of Popova, a young 
widow, whose husband, a landowner, has passed away. For about seven 
months now she has shut herself away from the world in her house where 
she plans to spend her whole life in mourning. Her role-playing is 
emphasized by her black mourning dress. Luka, the servant, tries to 
persuade her to go out and find another husband, but she refuses, all the 
while looking at a picture of her late husband. Popova’s strict mourning 
appears not to be motivated by the fact that she was very happily married. 
On the contrary, it is immediately apparent in the first and in the second 
scene that the husband was neither kind nor faithful: 

 
Ты увидишь, Nicolas, как я умею любить и прощать […] И тебе 
не совестно? Я паинька, верная женка, заперла себя на замок и 
буду верна тебе до могилы, а ты … тебе не совестно, бутуз? 
Изменял меня, делал сцены, по целым неделям оставлял меня 
одну… (Chekhov 1986, 11: 296) 
 
(You shall see, Nicolas, how well I can love and forgive. […] Aren't 
you ashamed of yourself? I'm such a good little woman, such a loyal 
wife, I've shut myself up and I'll remain faithful to you all my life, 
while you… aren't you ashamed of yourself, you fatty? How you 
deceived me, and made scenes, and left me on my own for weeks on 
end!... [Chekhov 1959: 403]) 
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In fact, she intends to “punish” him (but also herself) by demonstrating her 
lifelong marital fidelity. Thus, the mourning ritual takes on an excessive and 
ludicrous character right from the start. The theme of the mourning widow, 
ripe for seduction, immediately springs to mind. (Cf., for example, the case 
of Don Guan and Donna Anna in Pushkin’s Kaменный гость [The Stone 
Guest]). 
 So, Popova is inside the house and plans to stay there. There can be 
no question of receiving guests or going out. Her firmness of purpose is 
breached by Smirnov forcing his way into the house, though Luka tries to 
stop him. Smirnov demands that her outstanding debts be repaid to him that 
very day. Popova immediately agrees to pay the money, but not today as 
she will have no cash until her land agent brings it the day after tomorrow. 
From Smirnov’s monologues in the following scenes, partly directed at the 
absent Popova and partly at the audience, we learn that he has already made 
a tour of four other debtors, but none has been able to pay him. Since he 
himself has a debt to pay the next day, he wants his money right away. The 
conflict, then, is not ‘to pay or not to pay’, as in the preceding cases, but of 
Smirnov wanting to remain in the house until he is paid and Popova 
wanting him to leave and to be left alone. References to the theme ‘to leave 
or to stay’ are repeatedly made by both characters throughout the play. 
Smirnov not only reproaches himself for his lack of insistence on being paid 
(“… я нюня, тряпка, баба!” (Chekhov 1986, 11: 300); “…I am soft-
hearted, a milksop, an old woman!” [Chekhov 1959: 405]), he is also 
irritated at having to do business with a woman. He does not like talking to 
women. In the next scene, he tells Popova that he is sick and tired of 
women: “три раза я стрелялся на дуэли из-за женщин, двенадцать 
женщин я бросил, девять бросили меня” (Chekhov 1986, 11: 303; “I’ve 
fought three duels over women, I’ve jilted twelve and nine have jilted me” 
[Chekhov 1959: 408]). In conclusion, he asks Popova if she has ever met 
even one faithful woman. She seizes this opportunity to tell him about her 
own fidelity, her unfaithful husband and the infidelity of men in general. 
When Smirnov sits down, Popova becomes even more furious as this means 
that he is really planning to stay. It is at this moment that she decides to 
accept Smirnov’s challenge to settle the matter with pistols. The duel, the 
apparent culmination of the play, is eventually cancelled as Smirnov 
realizes that he is falling in love with Popova “Удивительная женщина!” 
(Chekhov 1986, 11: 308; “What a woman!” [Chekhov 1959: 413]) and does 
not wish to shoot her. The theme of leaving and staying accelerates as 
Popova alternately orders Smirnov to stay and to leave, until Smirnov puts 
an end to the stalemate by kissing her, a quite unexpected culmination. 
 Luka is present in almost every scene as a passive witness (Gottlieb 
1982: 50). Only in the first and last scenes does he undertake any action. In 
the first, he implores Popova to find a new husband; in the last he assembles 
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some of the other servants with their “weapons” to help him kick Smirnov 
out of the house. When they enter, however, Luka is perplexed to find 
Popova kissing Smirnov. In the first scene Popova ordered Luka to feed her 
late husband’s horse an extra portion of oats, but now, in the final scene, she 
orders him not to. The oats thus form a coordinating framework, pulling the 
play together, as the oats for which Popov never paid were also the very 
reason Smirnov came to visit in the first place. 
 In this play, the protagonists are quite similar: both stubbornly believe 
they are right; both go to great lengths to settle the conflict; both are playing 
a role which they cannot play to the full, as their inner states of mind are 
quite the reverse of their self-imposed roles. The “bear” of the play's title, 
Smirnov, is in fact a weak man. Popova, however much she sees herself as 
the “eternal mourning widow”, is longing for a husband. Chekhov himself 
drew attention to their similarity by designating them “the he- and she-bear” 
(Chekhov 1976: 65). Another significant detail is Smirnov’s recitation of 
lists: twice he lists the other creditors he has visited, and twice makes a 
grotesque list of all the women he has had and, at the end, has not had. The 
play also contrasts the physical shortcomings of the two men, Smirnov and 
Luka, with the uncomplicated, robust health of the woman, Popova. Finally, 
their explicit reluctance to talk to the other sex is very much rooted in 
Popova’s and Smirnov’s prejudices and beliefs, which are in the end turned 
upside down.  
 In Teffi’s Koнтора Заренко we find similar procedures. The one-act 
play is about a young woman who runs an agency that looks after the 
estates of owners who are not able to do so themselves or are temporarily 
absent. Vera Arkadievna, a pretty, thirty-ish young woman, personally 
looks after the estates. As in Meдведь, the play starts with a short dialogue 
between the woman and the servant/clerk. Here, however, it is Vera 
Arkadievna who comes in from a ride through the estates dressed in an 
‘amazonka’ riding outfit with whip in hand, to find Mitrofan, a lazy old 
man, sleeping at his desk. Vera behaves like a businessman, cursing 
Mitrofan and complaining about her busy life while he sits idle. The active 
Vera Arkadievna admonishes the clerk to work rather than sleep, and so the 
initial situation in Meдведь is reversed. 
 The ending (-o-) in the name of the agency, Zarenko, is confusing as 
it can be attributed to both men and women. This is what happens to Nikolai 
Korodoev who now enters the office. His age is not specified, he is merely 
described as being broad-shouldered, wearing a long coat and high boots. 
At that moment only Mitrofan is present. When Korodoev asks for the head 
of the agency, Vera enters. He explains that he will be in Moscow for two 
weeks in order to arrange his wedding and that he does not want to leave his 
estate unsupervised. As he is not inclined to talk business with a woman, he 
asks for Mitrofan. Zarenko makes it clear that she is the owner of the 
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agency and that Mitrofan is her first husband. She married Zarenko as her 
second husband, but now she has been widowed and runs the agency 
herself. Out of pity she hired Mitrofan as a clerk. Korodoev refuses to do 
business with her “Но какъ можетъ женщина управлять имѢенiем? Ха-
ха!” (“But how can a woman run an estate? Ha, ha!”) and Vera answers 
“Во-первых, я не женщина! Это главное! Смотрите, как я одѢта: 
скромно, гладко. Никакихъ бантов, никакихъ рюшей. Ничего” (Teffi 
1934: 163; “First and foremost, I am not a woman! That is the main thing! 
Look how I am dressed: modest, plain. No bows, no frills. Nothing”). 
Somewhat later she repeats and curses “Я не женщина, черть возьми! 
Смотрите, какiе у меня мускулы! (отворачивает рукав и показывает 
руку.) ЖелѢзо, а не мускулы! Вот троньте! Троньте! Ага! Что?” (Teffi 
1934: 164; “I am not a woman, damn it! Look at the muscles I have! (she 
rolls her sleeve and shows her arm) No muscles, but iron! Well, touch 
them! Touch them! You see! Well?”). Vera is clearly trying to deny that she 
is a woman, stressing typical male features, such as her working day and 
night, making a lot of money, having many customers. On top of that, she 
emphasizes that she is physically also more man than woman: she is dressed 
simply, she has muscles and wears boots. Korodoev, however, reacts in a 
totally different and unexpected way, since the more she shows off her 
“male” features, the more Korodoev sees in her a genuine woman. He 
observes how soft her skin is, which apparently prompts him to talk about 
his fiancée who has a big and old looking nose, in fact a very ugly nose. He 
begins to compare Vera with his fiancée. Vera is not interested in his 
fiancée and adds that she wears the same muddy boots as he does. Again, 
Korodoev observes that she has the prettiest feet and again compares them 
to those of his fiancée, who, he concludes, is a chicken: “А знаете, та 
невѢста-то … совсѢм курица” (Teffi 1934: 164; “Well, you know, this 
fiancée of mine is entirely a chicken”). Somewhat later he refers to her as 
“дряная кошка” (trashy cat) and concludes that she is “въ сущности – 
совершенная тыква” (ibid.; “in fact, a real pumpkin”). She is not even 
worth kidnapping, an association likely prompted by Vera’s riding costume. 
Now Korodoev wonders why he has never seen his fiancée in this light 
before. In fact, his fiancée is given the features of a kind of Baba Yaga with 
the characteristic big nose and hallmarked chicken legs. It now seems to 
him that she only wanted to marry him for his money. 
 By this time, both protagonists are pursuing their own line of thought 
without actually listening to one another. Cf. also Evstigneeva (1977: 186), 
“Мысли каждого из героев текут по своему руслу, не сливаясь друг с 
другом” (“The thoughts of the characters take their own course and do not 
come together”). These same parallel monologues were also apparent in 
Meдведь. While Korodoev is talking mostly to himself, Vera continues to 
repeat her own arguments, concluding that she is no longer interested in 
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supervising his estate as he seems to have no respect for her work. This is 
the moment that Korodoev asks her if she is sure no- one is courting her. He 
suspects that behind her business-like ‘masculine’ look she is hiding a wish 
to be married. Vera assures him that this is not so and twice repeats that she 
is as cold as marble “холодна как мраморъ […] Посмотрите, какiе у 
меня строгiе глаза! А? Что?” (Teffi 1934: 165; “I am as cold as marble. 
[…] Look what stern eyes I have. Ah? What?”). And once again, Korodoev 
admirers her eyes and decides not to leave to catch his train, although Vera 
tries to convince him that it is still not too late to do so. Korodoev asks her 
why she does not want to accept his (business) proposal, предложение, 
which in Russian also refers to a proposal of marriage. At this point 
Mitrofan, who has been rather obviously eavesdropping behind the door, 
wants to enter bringing a contract, but the furious Vera turns him away. 
Korodoev then asks whether Mitrofan is jealous. Vera answers that that is 
nonsense and that her first marriage was the worst of all her undertakings so 
far (my italics). She harshly refuses Korodoev’s proposal and proposes he 
take Mitrofan instead (!). Korodoev embraces her on his knees and asks her 
to be his wife. At this moment, Mitrofan does finally enter with the contract 
and explains the previous run of events, telling Korodoev and the audience 
that this is how Vera does business. Once the landowners start to embrace 
Vera, they are invariably eager to sign the contract, which is Mitrofan’s cue 
to enter. Though Vera repeatedly orders Mitrofan to shut up, he now acts 
like the winner: “А я все порядки прекрасно знаю. Какъ пошло 
обниманье, так, значитъ, контрактъ и тащи. Слава Богу, не первый раз! 
Князь контрактъ писалъ – обнимался, Самосуев обнимался, а ужъ 
МатвѢев …хи-хи-хи … ужъ помѢщик-то МатвѢев …хи-хи-хи!.. Ох! 
хи-хи-хи!..” (Teffi 1934: 168; “But I know the course of events perfectly 
well! As soon as an embrace takes place, this means I pull out the contract. 
Thank goodness, this is not the first time! The prince signed the contract, 
and embraced [her], Samosuev embraced [her], and even 
Matveev…hihihi!...even that landowner Matveev… hihihi… Oh! 
Hihihi!...”). Korodoev, now utterly offended, thanks Mitrofan for warning 
him and leaves the agency. While cursing Mitrofan, Vera takes the contract, 
puts it on the table and says, that Korodoev is bound to be back in three 
days. Here the miniature ends, leaving both the audience and Korodoev 
stunned by this completely new perspective on the sequence of events and 
on Vera and Mitrofan. Vera is no longer the honest, emancipated, hard-
working woman who has to compete with men, but an opportunist who runs 
her business by tricking her male clients with guile and cunning. Her 
relationship with Mitrofan is also now under suspicion, as they seem to be 
involved in this successful scheming together. 
 Comparing the two playlets and setting aside the similarities 
previously mentioned, the following parallels emerge. As stated previously, 
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the three-character configuration is maintained. The two women are placed 
in contrast. The initially passive widow, Popova, is transformed into a fury 
and then back into a wife again. There is no such development in Vera’s 
case. She is very active and the trick she plays on her client(s) with her 
“manlike” behavior does not become apparent until the end of the play. 
Both women are playing roles: Popova’s depends on traditional female 
attributes, while Vera’s relies on male qualities. In both cases, however, the 
men seem to see through their “disguises”. 
 Both men initially refuse to speak or do business with a woman but 
are forced to do so, as they depend upon them at this point in time. In the 
end, however, they are both attracted to the woman with whom they are 
dealing. While Smirnov talks about several women, Korodoev refers to only 
one woman, his wife-to-be, comparing her with Vera. It turns out, however, 
that Korodoev himself is one of a series of customers with whom Vera is 
dealing. The two men have something else in common: Smirnov is visiting 
his creditors only a day before he himself must pay a debt, and Korodoev is 
passing by the agency on his way to his fiancée. Both are, so to speak, 
rather late in getting their business done and this rather puts them under 
pressure. The role of the servant/clerk is that of witness to the events. 
Mitrofan is present throughout on the other side of the door, showing 
himself now and then, clearly eavesdropping, and repeatedly being sent 
away. But at the end of the play Mitrofan acts far more decisively than does 
Luka, when he tries in vain to rescue his mistress. At the end of Koнтора 
Зaренко the traditional comedic role of the servant, always intriguing, is 
unexpectedly restored again and differs from the new role Luka had in 
Meдведь as a mere witness. Another difference is that the physical 
shortcomings of the male characters are not referred to in the earlier play. 
 Finally, we may conclude that the two playlets have surprise endings, 
albeit dissimilar ones. While Popova and Smirnov find one another, 
Korodoev exits, even though Vera assumes that he will return before long, 
thus leaving the play’s conclusion open. Another difference is that 
Mitrofan’s action forces the audience to reinterpret the previous events. 
 
 
Chekhov’s Лебединaя песня (Kaлхас) and Teffi’s После турнэ 
 
Teffi wrote her monologue После турнэ in 1914 with the subtitle ‘Разсказ 
актера’ (‘The Story of an Аctor’), dedicating it to the actor A. Lerskii. The 
monologue was published in Новые Миниатюры (Миниатюры и 
Монологи) (New Miniatures [Miniatures and Monologues]). 
 Her Satirikon colleague Arkadii Averchenko had also written some 
monologues at that time, which were published in the same Satirikon series. 
When reading После турнэ, Chekhov’s Лебединaя песня immediately 
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comes to mind. However, as we shall see later in our comparison of the two 
one-act plays, Teffi’s monologue is less closely reminiscent of Лебединaя 
песня than Koнтора Зaренко is of Meдведь. For this reason, I will not 
analyse Лебединaя песня in as much detail as Koнтора Заренко, but 
confine myself to a short summary and some details which may have 
inspired Teffi. 
 Chekhov wrote this “dramatic study in one act” in 1887, basing it on 
his story ‘Kaлхaс’, which was written in 1886. He altered some elements, 
amongst others the title and the age of the protagonist, in 1888. When he 
changed the original title (Kaлхaс) to Лебединaя песня he added that this 
did more justice to the bitter-sweet quality of the playlet (Chekhov 1986, 
11: 406). 
 The setting here is an empty (“second-class provincial”) theatre at 
night where an old comedy actor, Svetlovidov, has just completed his final 
benefit performance. He has fallen asleep in his dressing room, and 
apparently no one has missed this old clown “щут” (Chekhov 1986, 11: 
208). Now he is looking back not only at his performances, but also at his 
life as an actor, and the opportunities he has and has not taken. The fully 
empty theatre looks like a big hole (“яма”) and prompts him to reflect on 
his own life in the theatre. Only in the very start of the single act are we 
confronted with a pure monologue, but it soon becomes apparent that he has 
woken the prompter, Nikita, who evidently always spends the night in the 
theatre. He becomes Svetlovidov's real addressee. The monologue thus 
turns into a dialogue, although Svetlovidov remains the primary dramatic 
character, with Nikita merely reacting. In this way, Nikita becomes a last 
“audience of one” to watch this old and retired actor. But he also takes up 
his function as prompter, playing the other roles when Svetlovidov starts to 
play parts from well-known tragedies, such as Othello, Hamlet, and Boris 
Godunov, which the actor has obviously played in his early days as a tragic 
actor. He confides to Nikita that, after a pretty girl would agree to marry 
him only if he gave up the theatre, he lost his faith in sacred art and the 
public and became a comic actor:  
 

Понял я тогда публику! С тех пор не верил я ни аплодисментам, 
ни венкам, ни восторгам… Да, Никитушка! Он аплодирует мне, 
покупает за целковый мою фотографию, но я чужд ему, я для его 
– грязь, почти кокотка!.. Ради тщеславия он ищет знакомства со 
мною, но не унизит себя до того, чтобы отдать мне в жены свою 
сестру, дочь… Не верю я ему! […] не верю! (Chekhov 1986, 11: 
211) 
 
(Then I saw through the public! Applause, bouquets, wild enthusiasm 
– I've never believed in them since. Yes, Nikitushka! The public 
cheers me, they pay a rouble for my photograph, but to them I’m just 
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a stranger, I’m just dirt – practically a lady of the night! To feel 
themselves important, they want to be acquainted with me, but not 
one of them would sink so low to letting me marry their sister or 
daughter. I don’t trust them! […] I don’t!) 
 

However, while reciting and remembering parts of these famous tragedies, 
Svetlovidov’s mood begins to alter. These recitations seem to purify him 
and return the good feeling engendered by the sacred art, which he had 
rejected earlier. His disillusion with his art and craft disappears, as do his 
worries about his age and his loneliness. This is indeed his Swan Song. As 
we have seen, Лебединaя песня is not a pure monologue: Chekhov justly 
called his dramatic study “самая маленькая драма во всем мире” 
(Chekhov 1986, 11: 405; “the smallest drama in the whole world”). Here, 
the old actor’s character and background are revealed and his reflections on 
his life are honest and moving. His playing the parts of various 
Shakespearian tragedies is a great satisfaction to him, a fact that is fully 
appreciated by Nikita time and again: “Талант! Талант!” (Chekhov 1986, 
11: 215; “What a talent! What a talent!”). Perhaps this will encourage him 
to go on with his life when he exits with Nikita at the end, leaving the 
theatre for the last time. 
 In contrast to Лебединaя песня, Teffi’s monologue starts without 
furnishing any details as to the hero, setting, time or place. The hero is also 
an actor, probably not a very young one either. He has returned from a very 
successful but exhausting tour. This tour, he says, will not be easily 
forgotten by anyone who saw him act. He was showered with all manner of 
presents and praise: “Венки! Подношения! Лавры! Женщины! 
Телефоны! Трамваи! Овации! Губернаторъ!” (NM, 1915: 87; “Garlands! 
Gifts! Laurel! Women! Telephones! Trams! Ovations! The Governor!”). In 
the very small town of Kurnashaisk, students drove him out of the theatre. 
The pretty wife of the governor, “Губернаторша крррасавица”, (“The 
prrretty wife of the governor”) fell in love with him and poisoned herself 
when he left town. Her husband was forced to resign. 
 The actor continues his monologue by mentioning that he has played 
Hamlet in another town, Mariinsk. An enthusiastic audience presented him 
with first twenty-nine, then fifty gold cigar cases. Again, he mentions 
material aspects first. He played the part of Hamlet so well that everyone, 
including the prompter was moved to tears. All women became hysterical. 
The governor’s wife cried out that she would always be his. A police officer 
told him that he was a great actor, and fainted. Again (another?) governor's 
wife is reported as having nearly died of joy and the governor as having had 
to resign. The boasting ends with the mention of one Rossi “this famous 
(знаменитый-тo) you know who, gave me his posthumous portrait which 
he signed with “великому-великiй” (NM 1915: 88; “from one great man to 
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another”). In the final part, the actor talks about his train journey home, 
with one carriage filled with garlands, another with valuable gifts, with all 
the station staff crying, with further ovations, champagne, and all the 
governors having to resign. The last line of the monologue, however, 
represents a complete reversal, when the actor asks if anyone could lend 
him three roubles until Thursday, which he will repay by Tuesday. 
 A monologue relies on an implicit agreement between author and 
audience that allows the dramatic figure to think aloud. Teffi’s ultra-short 
monologue is, in fact, a comedy of exaggeration as it is built around 
hyperbole, exaltation, fabrication, and endless boasting. The pictures the 
actor paints become more and more ridiculous and are full of clichés and 
contradictions. All elements are gradually exaggerated out of all proportion. 
In the first part, it is absolutely unclear which part the actor has played in 
which play, and what kind of tour he has just made. The small town he 
mentions is a fictitious one. The actor starts with a summary of material 
goods which he has allegedly received. The actor boasts that he has met 
18,459 excited students. The claim that students harnessed themselves to act 
as horses for the actor’s carriage to drive him from the theatre to his hotel 
refers to a favour far more commonly done for actresses than for actors. 
 One such example is Evlaliia Kadmina, a famous nineteenth-century 
opera singer and actress. The writer A. Suvorin, a good friend of Chekhov, 
wrote a play about her Tatiana Repina. For fun, Chekhov later added an 
extra act to this play under the same title. In this playlet, a woman poisons 
herself just as did Kadmina/Repina on stage. The marks of esteem also 
obliquely refer to Arkadina in Чайка (The Seagull), talking about her 
successes “Как меня в Харькове принимали, батюшки мои, до сих пор 
голова кружится…Студенты овацию устроили … Три корзины, два 
венка…” (Chekhov 1986, 13: 53; “What a reception I had in Kharkov, 
good gracious, it makes me giddy even now… The students gave me an 
ovation, three baskets of flowers, two garlands…”). 
 Apart from the above-mentioned references to other plays by 
Chekhov, several more comparisons can be made between После турнэ 
and Лебединaя песня. In both cases, we are dealing with an old actor 
talking about his success. The gifts are also mentioned in Лебединaя песня, 
albeit far more modestly: the actor is not boasting, but despises the favours 
shown him and his public alike. In После турнэ a prompter is mentioned 
once, who is so moved by the actor that he is unable to do his job for the 
remainder of the play. In Chekhov’s play the prompter functions as he 
should and becomes the last person to watch the actor playing. In После 
турнэ the public adores the actor, which is in sharp contrast with the 
indifference shown by the audience in Лебединaя песня, who have left the 
theatre with not a thought for the retiring actor. Here, only one particular 
girl, who was to be married to the actor, is mentioned, whereas in После 
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турнэ groups of hysterical women and governor’s wives who either faint, 
kill or poison themselves are mentioned. The main difference is that the 
actor in Лебединaя песня is not only reflecting on, but also enjoying his 
last recitation of various parts and coming to terms with his retirement from 
the stage. This is not the case in После турнэ, where the monologue does 
not seem designed to reveal anything of the hero’s character nor of his self-
awareness, since any doubt as to his craft, or questioning of his real status 
are absent. Besides his own claims, there is not even any evidence of his 
being an actor. As a general rule the monologue genre refers to the 
speaker’s solitude and often also to his loneliness. In После турнэ this is 
the case: the monologue reveals the hero’s isolation and perhaps his 
alienation, as there is no one who can moderate his exaggerations, correct 
his memories, or express doubt about the truthfulness of his words. 
 The hero’s final appeal for money, however, adds to his earlier 
bragging a bitter-sweet note, which is another similarity with Лебединaя 
песня. Yet the ending is different: here, the audience is made to wonder 
what kind of man the actor actually is, and what his circumstances are. Is he 
really a highly successful actor and did he really receive the accolades of 
which he boasts? Or is he a failed actor who now dreams and boasts of what 
might have been? Or has he invented the whole story, like a beggar in the 
street, in order to get some money? Whatever the answer, the monologue 
leaves the reader with questions that remain open, and herein lies the value 
of the final sentence, which, as in Koнтора Заренко, completely turns the 
tables. 
 In conclusion to this part about the two miniatures I fully agree with 
Nikolai Evreinov, who said about Teffi’s heroes: “[…] no one like N.A. 
Teffi could with a single phrase pass sentence on her hero, literally nail him 
down with a precise, capacious, and funny testimonial” (Haber 2019: 50). 
This is indeed typical of Teffi and not so much of Chekhov. Comparison of 
the vaudevilles and the miniatures demonstrates that Teffi does not simply 
follow Chekhov’s vaudevilles, but experiments with them and modifies 
them successfully in her own artful and witty way. Evstigneeva (1977: 198) 
rightly observes that with respect to her early stories “Тэффи – не эпигон 
Чехова. Скорее – верная и способная ученица. Она постаралась 
постичь глубинную суть его творчества, впитать и по-своему 
переосмыслить характерные особенности его художественной 
манеры” (“Teffi is not Chekhov’s epigone. She is rather his true and 
talented pupil. She tried to comprehend the essential depth of his work, 
absorb it and rethink in her own way the characteristic features of his 
artistic style”). This also holds true for Teffi’s miniatures under 
consideration here. 
 In the following comparison between an early full-length play and 
Chekhov’s major dramas, we shall see that Teffi is now increasingly 
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seeking her own way, although some Chekhovian characteristics and 
references can still be detected. 
 
 
Шарманка сатаны and the major plays of Chekhov 
 
In 1915, Teffi wrote Шарманка сатаны. The question here is, was Teffi, 
experimenting with a full-length play for the first time, also under the 
influence of Chekhov’s major dramas? In her analysis of the play, Haber 
(2021: 109) refers to a major difference with Chekhov’s dramas in terms of 
the comic and the dramatic. As she rightly observes, in Teffi’s case these 
elements do not really merge, whereas in Chekhov’s plays it is impossible 
to separate them. The genre of Teffi’s play is not specified (again, see 
Haber), which is also unlike Chekhov. Here I would like to focus in more 
detail on Chekhovian characteristics in Шарманка сатаны. 
 Teffi’s play is set in the kind of typical provincial town very familiar 
from Chekhov’s plays.4 The four-act composition is also similar to that of 
his major dramas. Usually, the third act serves as a kind of culmination, and 
in the fourth everyday life returns to normal. This is also the case with 
Teffi’s play. In the first two acts of her play, the provincial life of the 
dramatis personae is reflected in the house of the Ardanovs. The first and 
the fourth acts serve as a framework. Furthermore, both acts start with a 
conversation between the two servants, Serafima and Lusha. Serafima’s 
fortune-telling at the beginning of Act I heralds her tendency to 
manipulation and intrigue. The traditional role of the scheming servant is, 
however, ridiculed here, as Ardanova in particular immediately sees 
through her little games. 
 In Act I, friends are coming for tea in the Ardanov drawing room, in 
the last act Ardanov’s nameday is being celebrated. Act II is set in 
Ardanova’s private room. Act III stands out as now the action is taking 
place in Dolgov’s house. 
 The four acts together cover a period of about twenty-four hours, 
which is a very traditional and certainly not a Chekhovian characteristic. 
Furthermore, there are only a few group scenes (in act I and IV), in which 
the Chekhovian polyphonic dialogue is absent, as Teffi focuses repeatedly 
on two speaking participants. The procedure of using two parallel 
monologues that was apparent in Контора Заренко is not in evidence here. 
 The primary characters involved in the central plot are the Ardanovs 
and Dolgov. The Ardanovs have grown apart: he gambles at his club, and 
she stays home. (Cf. Andrei in Три сестры [The Three Sisters], who also 
gambled so as not to have to think about his wasted life.) When the 
Ardanovs are together there is always a row. She calls her husband a 
“огнетушитель” (Teffi 1916: 11), a fire-extinguisher, when he is irritated 
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by her singing and dancing. The inheritance briefly lights up Ardanova’s 
disappointing life, as do the flowers she receives from an unknown admirer, 
who later turns out to be Dolgov. He has returned from Saint Peterburg after 
an absence of years to find the people and the situation in his hometown 
entirely unchanged. The only thing that has changed is the new railroad, 
which is also mentioned in Три сестры and in Вишневый сад (The Cherry 
Orchard). Dolgov’s name (долг) refers to debts, and indeed he asks the 
millionaire Vorokhlov for money, but is refused. Somewhat redundantly, it 
is twice said in the author’s remarks that he is constantly observing those 
around him. This is how he knows that Ardanova has inherited money, 
while her beauty too may have triggered him to focus on her. She is longing 
for ‘real’ life and Dolgov plays along with her discontent. This he is able to 
do as Ardanov leaves his wife alone with him despite her begging Ardanov 
not to.5 Dolgov uses the railroad (огненный змей) as a simile for this real 
life which she has not been able to catch. In Slavonic mythology this ‘fiery 
serpent’ is an evil entity, disguised as an anthropomorphic snake demon, 
who seduces women with his sweet talk (Petrukhin 1995: 283). In this case, 
Dolgov turns out in fact to be this serpent, promising Ardanova a new life 
together in act II.6 In act III, however, just as Ardanova has that same 
evening decided to leave her husband for Dolgov, he rejects her. Clearly, he 
does not want to commit himself to a permanent relationship. Dolgov’s 
reasoning in rejecting her is full of contradictions (he even states that he has 
“awakened her”) but is fully understood as Ardanova leaves having realized 
that he himself is the fiery serpent. Other women in the play are also in love 
with Dolgov. Right before Ardanova, another married woman, Polina 
Grigorievna, has paid him a visit. As the actor in После турнэ, she 
obviously represents the comedy of exaggeration, telling Dolgov that she is 
always flirting and that all the men she meets fall in love with her. To get 
rid of her, Dolgov calls her a “демоническая женщина” (Teffi 1916: 21; “a 
demonic woman”), which pleases her very much.7 Haber (2021: 109) 
rightly observes that Polina Grigorievna is a comic overture to the more 
dramatic dialogue between Dolgov and Ardanova. Dolgov’s vocabulary 
seems to be rooted in the Romantic hero, such as Lermontov’s Pechorin or 
Arbenin, with a touch of Fedor Sologub’s and Schopenhauer’s pessimism. 
The contempt for the provincial atmosphere, the ennui, the feeling of eternal 
status quo or eternal repetition, and the longing (toska) are all displayed 
here. A point to note here is the difference with Chekhov’s drama, in which 
toska and the boredom of the province are felt rather than explicitly 
mentioned. The fact that an old-fashioned, rather anachronistic, ‘romantic 
hero’ can do whatever he likes, is significant to the clueless townspeople, 
who are easily impressed. This contrasts with Chekhov’s heroes, too: the 
primary characters are always educated city people who have moved to the 
provinces. Here no one recognizes the outworn clichés uttered by Dolgov, 
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just as Ardanova did not recognize the lines of the poem by Bal’mont. In 
my view, we have here a kind of parody, a double unmasking of both 
Dolgov and Ardanova cum suis. This might undermine the clear separation 
of the comic and the dramatic figures as suggested by Haber. 
 The relationship between the Ardanovs is restored, with Ardanov 
explaining in act IV why he behaved so badly. He was ashamed of his 
gambling and of squandering her inheritance. Ardanova forgives him and 
turns her inheritance over to him as a nameday present. After Ardanova’s 
rejection of Dolgov in act III, it comes as a surprise that she succumbs to his 
advances at the end of act IV. She mechanically, “съ широко раскрытыми 
глазами, какъ в бреду” (Teffi 1916: 35; “with wide open eyes, as if in a 
fever”) is coming with him. She seems to be under his spell, as Dolgov had 
predicted earlier when he told Ardanova that she is now “one of us” 
(“наша” [Teffi 1916: 34]). The hurdy gurdy now plays outside, clearly 
strengthening the idea that Dolgov is the ‘devil’ and has indeed the puppet-
strings in hand. This last unexpected turn of events is already familiar from 
Teffi’s miniatures, discussed earlier, but here the comic result, the “nailing” 
as Evreinov puts it, is missing and its place is taken by a more dramatic, 
albeit not really motivated, ending. 
 Another family plays a more secondary role, the well-to-do 
Vorokhlovs. The second act informs us that the older son, educated in 
London, has recently died after many wanderings in Russia. The younger 
son, Iliushechka, has a special bond with Ardanova. He confides to her that 
he longs to leave the provincial life, much as Ardanova has. In fact, their 
intentions are similar. He plans to start a poetry publishing house and he 
recites a poem of Bal’mont to Ardanova. In the end, unlike Ardanova, he 
leaves to wander around like his brother did instead of making his initial 
plans come true. He declares that he is a simple soul and refuses the 
millions he would inherit from his father. (We see more or less the same 
problem in Три сестры, where the sisters also decline to use their 
education and abilities to uplift the provincial community with genuine 
commitment). Iliushechka’s parents strive to keep this a secret from the 
community, just as Ardanova wants the fact that her husband is a gambler 
as well as her leaving the house for Dolgov, to remain secret. These two 
strains of action have something else in common in that both Iliushechka’s 
aimless wanderings and Ardanova’s decision to succumb to Dolgov, be it 
conscious or otherwise, lead nowhere and confirm the hopelessness and 
desperation of the provinces, which only now may be accurately called a 
“temnoe tsarstvo”. 
 The play was staged twice and not very well received.8 The audience 
had high expectations of this very popular author but were disappointed. 
Teffi’s wit and ingenuity as demonstrated in her miniatures only surface 
once or twice in this work (for example, in the scenes with the servants and 
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with Polina). Averchenko’s comment is indicative, “Думалъ – большая 
пьеса Тэффи, вотъ, молъ, подержусь за животики, анъ, оказывается, 
животики тутъ не при чемъ!” (Averchenko 1916: 6; “I thought that a full-
length play by Teffi, well, would mean that we would rolling in the isles 
with laughter, but here, as it turns out, there was no rolling at all!”). 
Averchenko blames the director, Nezlobin, but one may ask oneself if Teffi 
herself was not to blame. 
 Russian theatre boomed in the first decade and a half of the twentieth 
century. New theories developed about the theatre (cf. Ivanov and Sologub), 
and many playwrights experimented with drama as well as in the theatre. 
See for example Blok’s innovative Symbolist drama; the Futurists’ 
annihilation of traditional drama and theatre, not to mention the ongoing 
experiments in the theatre itself, cf. Meyerhold, Tairov, Evreinov, etc. In 
comparison with these developments Teffi’s Шарманка сатаны seems to 
take a step backwards, as it contains no real innovations. 
 In conclusion, we might ask ourselves whether Teffi made any effort 
to stay in line with Chekhov’s major plays or whether she tried her hand at a 
full-length play in her own fashion? We have established some Chekhovian 
characteristics and references, and Chekhov may indeed have been an 
inspiration to her, as he was in the case of the miniatures. In my view, 
however, Teffi was more successful with her miniatures than with this play. 
She did not specify a genre for the play (see Haber 2021: 109) and this 
might have been on purpose. It seems to me that perhaps she wanted too 
much, to parody not only the ignorance and naiveté of the provincials, but 
also the romantic hero, the triangle as a solution to an unhappy marriage, 
and so on. The traces of two “opposite” Symbolists, the optimistic Bal’mont 
at the end of act II and Dolgov’s utterances that reflect the more pessimistic 
Sologub in act III, are not properly motivated, unless they were meant as a 
kind of balance. We might say that what we are dealing with here is a so-
called “bytovaia drama”, but the symbolist and romantic elements, as well 
as the devil’s play with Ardanova cannot be easily connected with one 
another. Even the reason for her turning to Dolgov is not easy to fathom. 
 It is notable that Teffi, after having written this play, abandoned the 
major form of drama, and stuck to the short form for years. It was not until 
the late 1930s that she wrote another two full-length plays: Момент 
судьбы (The Moment of Fate) and Ничего подобного (Nothing of the 
Kind), respectively in 1937 and 1939.9 The former is again in four acts, the 
latter in only three, with one act divided in two scenes. Typical Chekhovian 
features like “toska”, the boredom of Russian provincial life, and heroes 
longing for “real” life and change are absent, except that everyone longs for 
money. Both later plays are strengthened by the prevalence of comedy. 
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NOTES 
 
 
1  All translations are mine unless indicated otherwise. 
2  The comparison of Koнтора Заренко and Meдведь was published earlier in 

Stelleman (2019), but is slightly modified here. 
3  See Magarshak (1952: 59), who states that Meдведь is indeed derived from 

a French vaudeville. 
4  Cf. Haber (2021: 109) who refers to a more personal, autobiographical 

apparent motivation for Teffi to choose this setting. 
5  A clear reference to the second act in Ostrovskii’s Гроза (The Storm), in 

which Katerina begs Tikhon to stay home in order not to be tempted by her 
lover. See also Teffi herself about the “temnoe tsarstvo” in Шарманка 
сатаны (Teffi 2004: 235), as well as Haber (2021: 109). 

6  Serafima (Teffi 1916: 30) refers to the fact that Ardanova looks thinner, a 
common effect on women of the serpent’s seduction. 

7  Compare Teffi’s story ‘Демоническая женщина’ (‘The Demonic Woman’) 
in which quite a different picture is given of the looks of such a woman than 
Teffi gives in the ‘примечанния’ (notes) where she characterizes every 
dramatic figure in the play. 

8  See Keijser, Zal’tsman (2021: 27). 
9  See Keijser, Zal’tsman (2020), in which both plays are published for the first 

time with detailed annotations to various manuscripts. 
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